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CREATING 
A BETTER & 
INDESTRUCTIBLE 
YOU
Form of yoga that places emphasis on your inner self and focuses on self-
realization and happiness through the Siddha meditation technique.

Siddha Inner Power is a journey to a better 
and indestructible you. Siddha Inner Power 
is the most revolutionary, and only proof of 
methodology based system that enables 
one to access the resident inner power to the 
fullest, right after the activation. The Siddha 
inner power core energy strengthens the 
inner energy within one to offer strength, 
courage, protection, prosperity, better career, 
health, improved quality of life and increases 
intelligence quotient.

Come join us, along with the thousands 
around the world, and experience tremendous 
positive changes in your lives.

We offer a host of courses to enable you unlocks the potential residing within you. The 
opportunity to revitalize and enhance your spirituality involves 8 levels to unlock your 18 
energy points. Siddha inner power is a route of discovering the inner power in you. Come 
and join us today to discover and harness the unlimited power that is in you for a better and 
invincible you. Siddha inner power is a verifiable and effective method of revolutionizing 
your life to experience a significant and incredible turnaround of your life. Many people have 
benefited from this methodology to live a healthier and positive life. You too can benefit 
immensely from it.
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The life is constant influence of negative energy, be it from 
our own self or from surrounding. There some believe there 
are external negative energy, whatever the source, by having 
strong inner energy and strong aura, all this will not influence 
the persons. The inner power able to ward of any negative 
influence from emotional or intentional energy.

Safety & Security
This method whereby the inner energy that is explored and used to enhance one’s 
well-being does not portend any risk to the body.  

Happiness & Self Esteem
Imbalanced energy causes depression and anger. We find it difficult to concentrate 
and maintain focus. When our inner energy is balanced, we tend to have an improved 
self-esteem and lead a gleeful life. People who are reclusive from the society due 
to shyness, low self-esteem eventually transforms to become confident, bold and 
courageous once they practice this technique. They will go further to develop their 
spiritual being.

Attraction & Youthfulness
This can be used to unlock the uncharismatic sides of those that do not have a 
partner. The will become approachable and likable thereby maximizing their chances 
of finding a suitable soul mate. You can slow down aging and maintain your youthful 
looks. The activation of your inner energy slows down the aging process, rejuvenate 
and cleanse your body.

Improved Career & Lifestyle
This method whereby the inner energy that is explored and used to enhance one’s 
well-being does not portend any risk to the body.  This method whereby the inner 
energy that is explored and used to enhance one’s well-being does not portend any 
risk to the body.  People that are happy tend to have a better outlook towards life. 
They have an increased lifespan, heart conditions, and enjoy life more.

TRAINING 
SOLUTIONS
Siddha Inner power covers all walk of life and is suitable for young as well as adult and aged person

FOR CORPORATES
Manage Time, Focus & Energy with 
unlimited Inner Power

FOR YOUR FAMILY
Health . Peace . Grace . Energy

Siddha Inner Power provides a stressed and drained 
executives enough inner power to carry out daily 
tasks. It clears mind, making way for innovative 
ideas, provides aura that promotes team work and 
leadership along with health for higher productivity. 

Managing your time is about making sure that you 
are working on the highest priority tasks within your 
unique schedule. It doesn’t matter if you’re focused 
and energetic if you’re not working on the right 
things at the right time.

Managing your focus is about tuning out all 
distractions and giving your full attention to the task 
at hand. It doesn’t matter if you’re working on the 
right task and have a lot of energy, if that time and 
energy is being wasted checking your email and 
social networks.

Managing your energy is about having the drive to 
get the task done. It doesn’t matter if you’re working 
on the right task and you’re fully focused, if you don’t 
have any motivation to do it.

It creates good men and women health.  

It increases peace of mind and  prevents 

domestic violence.

It increases vigor in relationship. The family 

with high energy will have less stress and 

able to handle issues and relationship which 

grace and clear mind.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT & MARTIAL ART
Strength . Self Defense . Iron Body

YOGA AND SPIRITUAL PRACTIONERS
Beyond Asana . Beyond Breathing 
Practice

Siddha Inner Power helps in creating strong body, 
passive self defence, ability to control emotions 
under duress and “iron body” to compliment the 
danger in work.

Ability to do the duty with confidence and agility is 
an added virtue for law enforcement officers. For 
martial artist, it helps their energy in the practice, 
builds a strong muscle and body of that can take 
blow and injury.

Even though each martial art schools have their 
own inner power cultivation methods through 
breathing methods only, Siddha Inner Power will 
be an added advantage with its activations as most 
martial art masters don’t provide  energy point 
activation, which is a lost secret.

Siddha Inner Power is a good start to open 

up chakra, improve and balance energy 

for meditations and yoga practicees. Yoga 

is not just asana or body posture but it is a 

complete energy process. In ancient time, a 

yoga practitioner will have ability of healing 

and perform siddhi but over the time, it 

just reduced to a practice of “body ability” 

without inner ability. The other key aspects 

of yoga is “kayakalpa” which only can be 

achieved through asana, breathing and 

activation of siddhi point.

All of this is available throgh exercise, meditation and activation in 
Siddha Inner Power.
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STUDENT

Create high performance in studies by having high 

prana in brain, improve memory, reduce stress and 

improve choosen sport performance.

GENERAL PUBLIC

If you need simple protections without spending 

hour and years learning martial art, to improve you 

health so can coup with changing toxic enviroment, 

ability to create powerful imune system for 

prevention of cancer and other life style disease.

All this possible with just 20 minute a day at home practice..join siddha inner power program 

at your local area or contact trained Siddha inner power master for an event at your area, 

office or community center.

Contact
To find your local trainer visit:
https://siddhainnerpower.com/contact/ 

General inquiry: 
admin@siddhainnerpower.com


